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Big Mountain Elders Impact Santa Fe
Conference

Big Mountain Elders and activists created a major impact on the
9th Inter-American Indian Congress in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct

28-Nov 1. Despite several attempts from the Congress planners to

keep Big Mountain off the agenda, the mere presence of the tradi-
tional Dineh made the issue impossible to avoid. From the first day,
when Dineh and other Indian and non-Indian supporters demonst-

rated with picket signs outside the Sweeney Center as delegates re-

turned from a noon-time break, the issue of Public Law 93-531 and

the proposed forced relocation of 15,000 Dineh from Big Mountain,
Arizona, became one of the most talked about and best covered

issuesraisedattheweek-longCongress. t

h
NAVAHO ROCK ART TELLING STORY OF 1864 REMOVAL.

The Inter-American Indian Congress was created by the Organi-

zation of American States thirty-five years ago, largely as a means

for the various countries in the OAS to oversee and coordinate their
plans for assimilation and economic development of their Indige-
nous populations and resources. This was the first time the Con-

gress, which meets every four years, had been held in the US. The

last time the Congress met, in Yucatan, Mexico, Indigenous people
were highly critical of its format, which consistently excludes non-
governmental Indigenous groups from effective or decisive input.
At that meeting, a "'parallel forum" structure was proposed, calling
for forums at which non-governmental Indian participants could
speak towards their own concerns, without being solely represen-
ted by the governments of the participating countries. But parti-
cipants in the Santa Fe Congress quickly found that only delegates

selected by the participating countries had a vote, or access to the

main hall's microphones. Even the four "parallel forums" were

only allowed to generate "recommendations" to the delegates, and
had no power to pass any binding resolutions. In fact, it seemed

that most of the Indians were designated as "observers'", while

delegates were hand-picked representatives of governments, such

as the US, Canada, Guatemala, Chile and Brazil, who only spoke

and voted on the issues they saw as relevant. "Political" issues

were avoided as a matter of the Congress' policy.
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This issue of who was allowed to participate in the Congress,

and in what capacity, quickly became an issue when the Elders

from Big Mountain sought to enter the hall to observe the pro-
ceedings after the rally. While some activists continued to picket

outside, the respected grandmothers from Big Mountain Nation
were told that they couldn't enter, even as observers, since their

names had not been previously submitted. The irony of this bu-
reaucratic situation was not lost on other Indian observers, and se-

veral organizations, including the I|TC, managed to gain entrance
for all the demonstrators by sharing their credentials.

Victory to All Our Relations

On November 12, 1985, the US Court of Appeals for the Eight
Circuit in St Louis, Missouri, ruled that South Dakota Federal Dist
rict Court had improperly dismissed the Indians' complaint with
prejudice, and sent the case back for "further proceedings."

Especially those "observers'" from Indian organizations in Cen-
tral and South America, who had been attracted to the activity sur-
rounding the dermonstration and picket line, were eager to learn
about the oppression suffered by Indian people in the U.S. Sever-
al of these representatives remarked that they had been told every-
thing was good for Indians in the U.s., so they were grateful for
the more realistic plcture presented by the Big Mountain speakers.

The court case is in reference to the Wounded Knee occupation

on the Pine Ridge Reservation during February 27, 1973. US Gov-

ernment troops sealed off roadblocks at all major roads. The US
officer leading the charge was Colonel Halg (does the name ring a

bell?). The occupation lasted ten weeks.

The casewas initially litigated by Ken Tillsen, attorney for
Lorelei Means, Madonna Gilbert and Agnes Lamont (for more In-
formation, call (605) 867-5037).Continued on page 2
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Later that week, as the Indian participants grew more and more
ustrated by the lack of viable participation available to them in
ne Congress structure, the issue of Big Mountain continued to be a
natter of discussion in both the "parallel forums" and in indepen-
ent discussions between Indian peoples from all over the hemis-
here. A resolution (or "recommendation"-in the language of the
ongress) supporting the struggle to resist relocation was passed in
ne Human Rights Forum, after being presented by Oren Lyons
rom the Six Nations.) By Wednesday afternoon, the agenda set
y the Congress organizers was suspended, as the Indian people
efused to play such a minimal role, and decided to form a fifth

orum run and directed by non-governmental Indigenous repre-
entatives, called the "Indigenous Forum." Again, the forum endor-
ed the Big Mountain resolution, although ultimately, the actual
overnmental delegates decided not to vote on the Big Mountain
sue at all, after lobbying efforts by Ivan Sydney, the Hopi Tribal
Chairman.

For the Land-For Our Children

By the end of the week-long Congress, it still remained unclear
bout what could be done with the resolutions (after several dis-
ussions, the Congress planners agreed to include all resolutions
rom the forums in a packet on the Congress results, to be submit-
d to the OAS.) But the positive effects of Indian people from
hroughout the hemisphere sharing information and talking to-
ether was apparent to all participants. Despite the lack of struc-
urad input, Indian people made an impact at the 9th Inter-
American Indian Congress. The words and very presence of the
raditional people from Big Mountain were a major catalyst in
his process, which will continue in the form of solidarity and the
rowth of Indigenous networks, long after the bureaucratic gov-
rnmental maneuverings of the Congressare forgotten.

In November a rainforest symposium was held in Northern California,

as an emergency session to develop a plan of shared goals, strategiesand

tactics to be carried out by different concerned groups. Organizers

from rainforest countries, and elsewhere from abroad, were invited
to advise us and discuss future international organizing. This con-

ference was co-sponsored by the International Indian Treaty Council,

Rainforest Action Network (RAIN), Friends of the Earth,Greenpeace,
Threshold Foundation, Natural Resource Defense Council, Earth First!,

National Indian Youth Council, Environmental Policy Institute.
The destruction of the world's tropical rainforests and their indi-

genous peoples is inextricably linked to consumer uses of forest pro-

ducts and financing of development by the United States.Awareness

of our connection to tropical forests is minimal. The destruction of

these forest areas has become a critical problem of global significance.

In addition to the sponsoring organizations, representativesatten-

ded from organizations such as the Sierra Club, Women's Indigenous

Network, National Wildlife Federation, the Hopi IndependentNa-

tion, the Green Movement, and the World Resources Institute. Add-

itional representatives attended from Australia, Brazil, Canada,Cen-

tral America, England, Hawaii, Indonesia, Japan, Kenya,Malaysia,
and Mexico.

The purpose of this conference was to increase the work wedo

together to save tropical rainforests. Rainforest destruction conti-

nues at a rate that dermands more agressive action, now, on a variety

of fronts. There are many important actions we can take. Weshould

all make a commitment to do something, and we should all beable

to find ways to help each others' initiatives. What follows is a brief

statement of goals of the conference and a simple outline of a plan

for grassroots action. We hope groups will take responsibility forparts

of this action outline, and that the conference will succeedinfleshing

out campaigns and tactics.
GOALS:

I. End destructive agricultural and industrial practices inrainforests.

II. Develop technologies for true sustainable use of rainforestresour-

ces, and redirect investment toward rebuilding natural resources.

III. Recognize the rights of Native Peoples and the need to mintain

the long-term health of their homelands.

IV. Establish permanently protected rainforestareas.
STRATEGIES:

1. Take direct action to stop rainforest destruction, such ascondi-

tional blockading imports of tropical hardwoods at major portsof

entry.
2. Establish a grasroots rainforest network-including organizations

from many differents interests (high dams, indigenouspeoples,wild-

life, etc)-to exchange information and coordinate action.

11hINTERNATIONALINDIAN
TREATY COUNCIL CONFERENCE

Big Mountain, Arizona

The I|TC will hold its 11th Annual Conference at Big Mountain,

Arizona during June 2-8, 1986. People are invited to attend and

present issues relating to land, water, religion and treaty violations.
All documentation is condensed and submitted to UN forums as

Human Rights violations.
The l|TC Conference is a time when Indigenous People from

North, Central and South America, including Hawai, Aotearoa (New

Zealand) and Australia come together to strategize solutions for the

continued survival of our culture and philosophy.

3. Support indigenous peoples, environmental groups, andotherNGOS

The I|TC Conference is also a time for re-assessing our direction,

obtaining the advice of the elders, and determining how best to

pursue our cause for sovereignty. We hope to seeyou there!et

in tropical rainforest countries that are active In the defense of rainfo-

rests.

4. Exert citizen pressure on international bodięs where rainforest

policy is determined, such as World Bank and'the International Tro

pical Timber Organization.



Philippine Report-Tribal Nations Resist

"All land over fourteen degrees is hereby declared public land.")

transferring title and rights to multinational corporations. The gov-
ernment has attempted to build hydroelectric dams on the Chico,
Cagayan, and Magat Rivers in the northern Luzon Cordillera Moun-

tains. Boognay Village, on the Chico River, responded first in 1977

by throwing tents and equipment of the geologists and government
officials into the river. Sagada and Bontoc Villages, and many other

barrios, have publicly protested, over the last eight years, against
any building of dams. The US-Marcos response has been direct mi-

litary control of the northern provinces, conducted with strategic
hamletting, checkpoints on roads, assassination of Tribal leaders
in public spectacles, curfews, "'salvagings" (killings), and the con-

stand brutal military intimidation of self-determined, independent,
self-sufficient Tribal communities.

The history of the Philippines has been a series of transgressions

against the original peoples. The 300 years of Spanish colonialism
left a legacy of confrontation and subjugation of Tribal peoples with

many of the same features as Central and South America, to include

Roman Catholic missionization, the Spanish land-grant system, forced

labor on the haciendas, the encomiendas, the latifundos, a class sys-

tem based on race and mixed bloods, large landowners in the lowland

regions, and Tribal peoples gradually retreating up the sides of the
mountains -- away from the subjugated lowlanders. Resistance to

these colonial forms has been strongest among the Moro peoples of

the south and the Cordillera peoples of the north.
The islands are rich in minerals. Nickel, copper, iron, lead, zink,

bauxite, coal, limestone, silica, silver, and gold have been exploited
from the land for decades. Oil exploration has indicated oil reserves.

The establishment of large plantations for export products such as
rubber, corn, pineapples, coconuts, and other crops has been a factor

in relocating and subjugating Tribal peoples. Further genocide has

been caused by the vast clear-cutting of hardwood forests by the sarne

companies doing business on reservations in Indian country.
The Marcos regime, through PANAMIN, the BlA of the Philipp-

ines,has participated openly in making contracts with multination- sl
al corporations declaring open season on Tribal lands (with guaran-
tees of loans from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund).

Many of the multinational corporations hire their own private armies
to enforce their "title" to indigenous land, and the brutal exploita- s
tion of the workers causes misery and hardship all over the islands,
Suchas in the mines of northern Luzon, where the indigenous wor-

kers suffer one death per month for each of the dozen or so compa-
nies there, or in Negritos, where thousands are starving due to sugarnsitr

plantations being developed in their once fertile, self-sufficient fields.

The Cordillera peoples speak more directly to resistance to all
outside forms of domination. Their most eloquent spokesman of
the låst decade was Macling Dulag, who asked the government:

"After you build the dams, where do we hang the light bulbs?"
and when told by the officials that he.had no title to the land,
he said "Are you trying to sell me a ticket to breathe?" The people

continue to recite his speeches and have songs they sing about the

man who led a strong resistance to the building of dams in the Cor-

dillera and forged strong alliances throughout the north. The Phi-

lippine (Marcos) Army assassinated Macling Dulag in his own vil-
lage in 1981.

Fifty-fourmillionFilipinosaredistinctpeoplesfrommorethan ig
7,000 islands who speak many different languages. These peoples

expressed time and again to the I|TC delegate that they are "Tiru-a

ray" first, then Filipino came later; or "Bagabo" first, then Filipino
later; or "Maranaw" or "Badgio" first, then "Moro", as the Spanish
called them. In the southern island of Mindinao, the people refer to

themselves as "Moro'" (Muslim people) or as "Lumad'", or non-Mus-

lim Tribal peoples; in the northern island of Luzon, the people call

themselves Kalinga, the Bontoc, the Benguet, the lnibaloi, the Tin-
gian, and others, who are collectively referred to as the Cordillera

Peoples.Thegenerally isolated tribal peoples in the middle of the o
Philippines usually are called the "scattered tribes." These include
the Tiboli, the Batak, the Tasaday and others, who have retreated
from development into the mountains.

In an area of deep canyons and huge rice terraces, which the

Spanish described as the eighth wonder of the world, the terraces

require careful tending, stone by stone. With the increased assault
on their way of life and their sacred terraces, the Kalinga peoples

of the Cordillera have made multilateral bodong arrangements for

diplomatic interaction between the various elders about their com-

mon enemies - the geologists and surveyors protected by the Phi-

lippine military, the Philippine military itself, the collaborators who
would accept private ownership and sign agreements, the paramilita-

ry religious fanatics financed by outside economic interests, PANA-
MIN officials (or more recently, the National Minorities and Other

Cultures Office), and, of course, the local constabulary forces and

the area CHDF (Community Home Defense Force), coerced by in-

timidation or enlisted by starvation - thegoons of their own people.
These multilateral "Bodong" or "Peace Pact" agreements, among as

many as fifteen or twenty barrios, have been initiated throughout

the Cordillera as a strong sense of hope and resistance. The Cordil-

lera Peoples' Alliance (CPA) has met Treaty Council staff in Geneva,

and expressed that they were impressed in the Human Rights Com-

mission when the United States government representatives constant-

ly challenged and harassed Treaty Council (AIM) delegates. The CPA
is working toward official status in the United Nations. Many of

the problems of the TribalNations in the Philippines have their his-

torical parallels to our own struggles as Nations of Turtle lsland, with
many of the same multi-national mineral bandits - the sameold story --
but with the people this time on the other side of the Pacific Ocean, or
the edge of a revolution against the U.S.-Marcos connection.

The Moro people were the first to greet Magellan on their shores.
Even after the Spanish pulled out and the US went in (1903), the

Moro have been vigorous opponents of any outside influences on the

socio-political, religious, or economic life of their self-sustaining com-
munities. The building resistance after World War Il and "Phi-

lippine Independence'", culminated in an armed struggle in the 1970's

which resulted in the signing of "deals"" in 1977, so that many Mus-

lims sold out for jobs with the Marcos regime. Despite this, the Moro

National Liberation Front has been engaged for decades in defending

their homelands against economic exploitation. Sixty percent of the
Philippine (Marcos) Army is deployed in the southern island of Min-

dinao as a result of this indigenous insurgency.

In the north, the Cordillera peoples have a long legacy of resist-
ance and successfully resisted Spanish influences for three centu-

ries. American missionization and subsequent undermining of the

lowland culture have reinforced these mountain peoples' resistance

to outside (lowland) influences, The vast US airbases north of Ma-

nila, on the lowlands of Luzon, have forced Inibalol and Gaddang

peoples from self-suffiency to foraging in military trash dumps;
the Benguet at the base of the valley have seen their gold mines sto-

len, and their culture commercialized, for the Marcos Tourism De-

partment. The Marcos government makes vast declarations (e.g.



Big Mountain
Help repeal PL93-531.
For more information, please contact:

Relocation and exploitation is the central Indian policy of the

United States, and always has been in the 494 years of European
imposition. Relocation is genocide, the natural laws of this cre-

ation tells us that. Relocation is to disappear and never to be seen

again- the Dineh Grandmothers tell us that. Relocation is turn-
ing traditional, self-sufficient Hopi and Dineh peoples into refu-

gees in their own land -- the suffering of the people tells us that.

I|TC
1259 Folsom St

San Francisco, Ca 94103

(415) 863-7733

BMSG (Big Mountain SupportGroup)
3126 Shattuck Ave
Berkeley, Ca

(415) 841-6500, 644-3031

Historically, the record of the President and Congress has been

consistent: the 1830 Indian Removal Act, the 1871 Appropria-

tions Act, the 1897 Dawes Act, the 1929 Citizenship Act, the

1934 Taylor Grazing Act, the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act,
the 1946 Indian Claims Commission Act, the 1950Navajo -Hopi
Rehabilitation Act, the 1953 Termination Act, the 1958 PL85-547
the 1974 Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute Act, and its 1980 Amend-

ments, PL93-531. All of these laws have served only to further
US intervention into Native American lands and Iives.

N.B. Keediniihii BMSC(SurvivalBMLD/Oc (Big Mountain Legal

Defense/Offense Committee)
124 N San Francisco Blvd, B

Flagstafff, Az 86001
(602) 774-6923

Camp, Big Mountain)
clo J.Z. Katenay
P.O. Box 244

Kykotsmovi, AZ 86039

A Call to Chicano and Indian PueblosThe Hopi and Navajo reservations were created by the US in the

1800's Although political boundaries and exclusive land entitle-
ments are foreign concepts to both Nations, the US government
required control mechanisms to assureaccess to the land and its.

resources. The Navajo-Hopi Joint Use Area was created in the
1930s, as the Bureau of Indian Affairs sought to control grazing
and mineral extraction, The genocidal legislation, Public Law
93-531 was passed by Congress in 1974.

The l|TC will host a conference on the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidal-

go (TGH) during May 28, 29, and 30, 1986. It will be held at

Flagstaff, Arizona.The purpose is multi-fold: (a) to bring theChi-

cano and Indian communities closer together, (b) to explore the
treaty as an înstrument for documenting violations of Human Rights,
and (c) to compile legal interpretations and opinions of articles in
the treaty that refer to land claims, culture, and language.PL93-531 provides for a 90% reduction in the livestock herds

and a complete prohibition on new building and improvements.

PL93-531 also requires partition of 3,000 squaremiles of In-
dian land, and the removal of several hundred Hopi people and

10,000 Dineh people by July 8, 1986.

The TGH Conference is a firststep toward a much broader pro-

cess of understanding the peoples affected by treaties. The effort

will be to find common interests and determining how to bestpursue

them to ouradvantage.
The IITC has advocated and supported the issue of the TGH

since 1977 and looks forward to the participation of the Chicano-

MestizoPuebloofAztlan. S

The boundary line imposed across jointly shared land of the
Dineh and Hopi under PL93-531 is due mainly to false informa-

tion presented to Congress allegeing a range war between Hopi and

Dineh people. Fully documented by the Indian Law Resource Cen-

ter in Washington, DC in 1979, this was a lobby effort on the part
of a Public Relations firm, Evans and Associates of Salt Lake City,

Utah, representing twenty-three (23) public and private utility com-
panies who fabricated a dispute and resultant boundaries in order

to develop coal, uranium and other mineral deposits.

People interested in helping by sending opinions, documents,
and cases relative to TGH, please forward to the IITC San Francisco

office.

Spiritual Walk from Tenochtitlan
With the economic destabilization inherent in the Law, for the

Big Mountain people, just their day-to-day survival is a great sacri-

fice. The treatened loss of their way of life, their homes, their
religion and their lands would be the greatest sacrifice any people
could ever make. The Indian Nations have sacrificed

ever since the White man came to this land. The Indian Nations
have very little left on this Mother Earth. Will the people die or

go to prison resisting the federal government? Will we pay once
again for protecting what is ours? Indian men and women fought

and died in foreign lands to ensure freedom and peace for the World.

We must stand up and demand the complete repeal of this genocidal
legislation PL93-531. Today our Indian families do not feel the
peacearnd the freedom. We only know the worry, the fears, and

the sadness of what is taking place at Big Mountain.

From our Sisters and Brothers in the South, the spirit and memory

of the many Indigenous Patriots live on in song and popular culture.

Tupac Atari and Bartolena Cisa led their people in resistance as part

of the legacy of prophets and warriors, from Geronimo back toCeci-

lio Chi to Cajeme or Canek, Atanualpa, or Tupac Amaru. Even in the

courtyard of the vast plazas of Tenochtitlan (Mexico City), theancient

city of the Azteca Peoples, Moctezuma was challenged for hisacceptance

of Cortez, Spain's first conquistador. This person, Cuauhtemoc, first
saw that the Spanish were mortal and human conquerors, and not su-

pernatural beings as Moctezuma saw them. In memory of Cuauhtemoc,

and all other resistance leaders from Central and South America, who

fought for, and died for the land and the peoples of the land, a spiritu-
al walk has been started from Tenochtitlan (Mexico City) to Los An-
geles, the alleged city of angels. The walk leaves Mexico City on De-

cember 7, and proceeds through Celeya, Oja Caliente, Rio Grande,

Bermillo, Delicias and Ciudad Juarez. Entering the US across the Rio

Grande on January 6, the walk goes north through Garfield on Janu-

ary 11, Casa Blanca January 22-23, on to Second Mesa around the

2nd of February. The walk will then turn back toward the west

to Phoenix February 14, and is due to arrive in Los Angeles on Feb-

ruary 23, 1986. After having passed through Indian Country all the

way from the plains of Durango and the deserts of Sonora and Ari-

zona, the walkers assemble in Los Angeles at the statue of the great

leader Cuautemoc at Main and Eastlake, in the Mexico Park portion

of Lincoln Park. It is hoped that many Nations will be coming to

gether from North and South, in mutual sharing and ceremony from

our own Indigenous Peoples.

The organizing efforts over the years have evolved from the

AIM Survival Camp to direct support work from the Big Moun-
tain Support Group, who also publish the newsletter, to the Flag-
staff Legal Defense/Offense Office, who confront the Relocation
Commission, to the Treaty Council Resolutions in the Human
Rights Commission of the United Nations. Support efforts have
included letters from city councils, resolutions from the National
Convention of County Supervisors, the Northern California Ecu-
minical Council, National Steering Committee of Clergy and

Laity Concerned, and many other public, private, and religious

organizations.
Help these Grandmothers stay on their land! Help stop genocide!
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Sally Bell Grove Wins a Reprieve

United efforts by California Indians and environmentalists to save
the Sally Bell Grove in the Sinkyone Wilderness Area have resulted

in impact litigation. In EPIC v. Johnson, also known as the Sally Bell

decision, the California Court of Appeals set a precedent in referring

to the necessity of involving Native Peoples, such as the Native Ame-

rican Heritage Commission, in situations where sites of Native Amer-

ican archeological significance are found.

The Sinkyone Wilderness area is quite unique in many ways, and

there has been public testimony in support of protecting the site at
public hearings over the last several years. This area is of a rich his-

torical and religious significance for Indian people, now and for ge-
nerations to come.

The Sally Bell Grove was named in honor of one of the last remain-

ing Sinkyone people, who had lived in this area for at least 8,000

years. It was Sally Bell's fate to witness the mass slaughter of her

people by white settlers. As this massacre occurred, she was hiding

in nearby bushes, watching one of the men kill her younger sister, cut
out her heart, and discard it into the bushes. She held her sister's

heart while she watched in horror.

However, legislative efforts to preserve this area for future gene-
rations have been thwarted by Governor Deukmejian's callous atti-

tude regarding the environment. The Governor has vetoed legisla-

tion which would have incorporated this area into the State Park

system. Meanwhile, $500,000 have been pledged to the Save-the-

Redwoods-Leagueby private donors and other organizations for
the purchase of the Sally Bell Grove, in order to protect it perma-
nently from logging interests.

HELP US SAVE THE SALLY BELL GROVE! WRITE THE
GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATORS AT THE STATE CAPITOL,
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814.

The Sinkyone Wilderness area remains one of the unknown and un-

protected natural wild coastal wonders of the northern California
"Lost Coast' region. There are burial sites located in this sacred area,

remains of a village has been discovered here, and it still remains a

natural gathering ground for medicinal herbs. This land has old-growth

Redwood trees that are a thousand years old. Its coastal streams sup-

port salmon, steelhead and native trout, and it continues to be a haven
for bear, mountain lion, eagles and osprey. The coast line provides

shelter for over a thousand sea lions and other sea life. Traditional

people from around Covelo, California, have asked the International

Indian Treaty Council to assist them in protecting the Sally Bell Gro-

ve, covering an area two and a half miles by twelve miles along the

coast from the timber harvesting saws of Georgia-Pacific Lumber,
Inc, (G-P). The IITC was also a co-plaintiff in the EPIC v. Johnson

case.

It took this landmark decision: EPIC v. Johnson, California Court
of Appeal, 1st District, July 15, 1985, to temporarily save the Sin-

kyone Wilderness area from the ravaging saws of G-P. The Appellate

Court held that the California Department of Forestry had improper-
lv granted G-Ps proposal to clearcut this seventy-five acre grove. Un-
der the California's Forest Practice regulations, CDF is required to.

review a Timber Harvesting Plan (THP), which serves as a substitute

for the usually-required Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The

Court of Appeals held that the provisions of the California Environ-
mental Quality Act (CEOA) are applicable to the Forest Practice
Act and its regulation of the timber harvesting industry, and that

CDFhad failed to follow the fundamental provisions of both acts

in OKing clear-cutting. The reviewing court found that the Califor-
nia Department of Forestry had failed to approve G-Ps timber har-

vestingplan "in the manner prescribed by law." The entire THP
system is now under review as a result. The Native, American Heri-

tageCommission (NAHC) must be informed of any THP that im-

pacts burial sites or other sacred areas. In addition, under Califor-

nia Senate Bill 297, passed in 1984, the NAHC must be contacted

whenever any burial sites are discovered, and they, in turn, will in-

form the nearest descendants. The Bill also prohibits the possession

of any artifacts or burial remains, and permits Native Americans to

entersacredsites which are privately owned for traditional religious
ceremonies.

Boycott California Grapes

It was a rallying cry during the 1960s and "70s. It symbolized

farm workers' hope for a better life. And it worked!
Over 17 million Americans boycotted grapes. Farm workers won

better wages and conditions, and protections from toxic poisoning,
sexual harassment and other abuses.

Then Republican Governor George Deukmejian took office. The

California law that protects farm workers' rights was shut down. The
hopes that were raised were destroyed.

So we are asking our friends to boycott California grapes* once

again. By your keeping faith..you're giving hope.
You can help. Call or write Cesar Chavez, United Farm Workers,

Keene, Calıfornia 93531, (805) 822-5571. The farm workers need

to hear from you now.

"Except the 5% of grapes picked under union contract.

The Native American Heritage Commission was created by the

State of California under Jerry Brown. It was designated as an ag-

ency responsible for the protection of our ancestral remains. The
NAHC is also supported by state legislation, case law, the National

Envirot.mental Quality Act, as well as United Nations' Resolution
to protect indıgenous peoples of the world. This Commission is

composed of California Native Americans. The NAHC has jurisdic-

tion over any archeological sites as an agency which satisfies the

CEQA provisions of contacting the NAHC to evaluate a project for
its environmental impact over affected natural resources, including
archeologicalsites. The I|TC encourages the NAHC to carry out its mandate
to protect Indian burial sites and we are actively involved in establishing a
viable state-wide Native American consultation network to address this ls-
Sue.



Opening Presentation by Philip Deere, Muskogee Creek Spiritual Leader (-1982-)

"We are here concerning the discrimination, racism, what has happened to our

rights, our treaties. Indians always remember our history, it is our teacher for the

future. Our problems id not begin with Reagan, they began in 1492, as time went
by our people became more and more oppressed with each and every treaty pro-

vision not fulfilled, but they always took more land. Reservations have become so

small that we cannot live off the land, anymore. Many have to move to the cities
grew up on the sidewalks, lost their language. But, Indians have always resisted,

didn't assimilate, no matter how they were surrounded. We knew who we are. We

are still trying to preserve our traditional way of life. For the elders remind us that

we must never forget out religion and where we come from.

When I started out in the American Indian Movement, there were many organi-

zations, but no one to teach my children, they took the Indianess from my child-

ren. I saw the end of my tribe, for as each elder died, no one else seemed to listen

about the treaties, but deep down

land. But, other things taught and were provided that took our minds away from
the treaties. We were always told tọ join the mainstream. The schools taught, "Mine,"

instead of "We," began to learn, "." Our young were sent away for education, but
never came home, because of competition.

knew that treaties were the supreme law of the

The whole world is talking about pollution, yet Grandma and Auntie are still

drawing water from the wells with the children gone to jobs in Los Angeles and New

York, not helping out. Sometimes the enemy is our own people. We should define
Colonialism and what it is doing to us. Colonialism is like being in a building, me

and my friend will watch out for you and take care of you. All the time were
watching we're looking for weakness. Then we will take a break and ask who will

take our place, for we know that the weak will grab the gun and take our place. We

will return with little treats and gifts as we go to all the other buildings and do the

same thing, then we will have everything. Pretty soon, we will be policing our own

people. People watching their own people with guns under other peoples' control

for small gifts.
This country was taken by force, this is all it knows. It is not for us to follow

their laws, for they don't apply to us, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act
points that out to us. We wonder what to do? How could we find justice? So, we

went out of the land of the free to find freedom. For, Indian freedomn is limited.

Yet, we have freedom given to us by the Creator, free to be us. Our Prophesies tell

us that the old people will hear the cry and voices of the Indian again. We know

that our agreements were made first with the Europeon Nations.
Our struggle is different than the black struggle, they don't have land or a lan-

guage here. The blacks have no culture here, so they fight for civil rights or what

the whites have. We don't want Hilton, if I'm turned away, we will leave it for I

have identity and culture of our own. When AIM sprang up, many young Indian

people came to me. They began to talk but I knew what they were talking about,

for no other organization was willing to die and stand up for our rights. Many have

died or are in jail because of our struggles, for our rights. Like my rights, right here,
this land here, is where I raise my children, when I go, this is where I will be placed.

Independently, we cannot do it, so AIM got into the United Nations reaching

out to our Brothers to the North, Central, and South America, who are just like us.

Giving a voice to the Indian in world community. All those young urbans, who grew

up in foster homes, lost their language, not accepted by anybody else, so we taught

them the sweatlodge, give them spirituality. It took those young boys to bring
world attention to the Indian, like at Wounded Knee. Many disagree, but I have every

right to be proud of them, they are proud to be security, to fight for the people.

I have one final thing to say, If you can recognize the enemy you will never lose
in a thousand battles."
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Suicide or Genocide? SUPREME COURT HEARS OREGON CASE INVOLVING
KAMOOK AND DENNIS BANKS:

Our hearts and prayers go out to the families and friends of all

the young Indian people who have taken their own lives in recent

months. The suicides of several young Arapaho men last fall brought

adeluge of media attention to the conditions for young people on

the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming. What the press failed to
mention, in all of its commentary, is that youth suicide is not iso-

lated to a single reservation. On the contrary, American Indian young

people take their own lives at a rate FOURTEEN TIMES HIGHER

THAN THE GENERAL POPULATION. This fact takes the inevi-

table question-."Why?"-out of the realm of the personal and indi-

vidual frustrations of a few young people, and should, in its stark

brutality, call into question the forces that make life seemhopeless

to such a high percentage of our youth.

On November 12, the US Supreme Court heard oral arguments in

a case arising from a November 1975 incident in Oregon. In late

1975, and early 1976, Kamook, Dennis, Russ Redner, and Ken Loud-

hawk were arrested and charged with various counts of firearms and
explosive violations. Subsequently, the charges against Kamook have
been dismissed three times, and those against Dennis, Russ and Ken

were dismissed twice. The government continues to attempt to re-
instate the charges, and even add new charges, despite the repeated

court rulings. Finally, in 1983, the District Court and the Circuit
Court of Appeals both ruled that Kamook, Dennis, Russ, and Ken
have been denied a speedy trial in violation of the 6th Amendment.

The Reagan Justice Department again appealed, and the Supreme

Court will decide sometime this winter whether the government is

free, morę than ten years later, to reinstate and prosecute thecharges.
the Dennis Banks Defense Committee will keep you posted on the

Outcome of the Court's decision, and notify you of action that the
network needs to take.

A few other facts can help to outline the realities tacing young In-
dians as they, like all young people do, assess their futures and dream

of the possibilities in store for them. Unemployment on reservations

range from 50-85%. The national average of Indian unemployment is

75%. For the vast majority of our people, whether they remain on the
Res or relocate by force or choice to the cities, welfare and commo-
dities is the meager base for ecomomic survival. Alternatives for most

Indian young people fall into the dismal choices of the military, hust-
ling on city streets, or idleness. Needless to say, alcoholism and drug
abuseare fed by the lack of activities available to these youth. Many

of the young people who head for the cities end up as exploited vic-

tims, prostitutes, drug addicts, etc. Many end up in jails and prisons.

It is little wonder that so many of our young people find little to en-
courage them in these harsh realities.

DEAR REVOLUTIONARY LEADER

dear revolutionary leader

be careful you don't lose your sensitivity
you could be hero, could be a man

have to walk softly these hearts listen
sounds of broken promises broken lines
these memories could be warnings

dear revolutionary leader

we agreed with what you said

now let us agree on what we do

we've been through violences oppression
hard to endure hard to shake loose

remember we hunger for food/justice
justice for the people, justice

dear revolutionary leader

what does authority mean to you
such an easy place to gettost

rules are way game gets played

if we trust you, will you trust us
if we listen to you,, will you listen
how many sets of rules will there be

don't want one set you another for us

don't want no part of trading harness

Couple this dismal economic picture with the effects of Whiteman's

education, which strips the pride in being Indian from our young peo-
ple, leaving them feeling beaten-down and inferior in the invader's

systern. Add the influx of Christian religions on the reservations,
which has isolated the young people from the traditional wisdom of

their elders, and those instructions and ceremonies which used to

guide our young people in this difficult transition period between
childhood and adulthood. For the many Indian children raised in

institutions and non-Indian fosterhomes, the cultural isolation can be

especially devastating.
What we see, with feelings of outrage and sorrow, is that the sys-

tem of genocide/ethnocide imposed upon us as Indian people, has

not only stolen our land and self-determination, but has even stolen

the dreams and hopes of our young people.
That is why the American Indian Movement and other Indian ac-

tivists place such a high priority on working with our youth. Indian

pride, cultural awareness and, most important, spiritual ceremonies
such as the sweatlodge, are the means to replace hopelessness with

hope, and despair with determination to work for change. Our young

people are our only future, and the reason for our work. The White

man's system has abandoned our young people. Let's make sure that
we dont.

dear revolutionary leader

please don't forget or we'll leave you..behind

CJohn Trudell
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As a Friend of the International Indian Treaty Council, Il offer my regular

support for your work. Iunderstandmycontribution istax-deductible.

-l amabletopledgethefollowing:

$10/mo. $25/mo. $50/mo. $100/mo. $-/mo. (circle one)

-I wouldalso like tosubscribeto TreatyCouncilNews,and haveen-
closed $10 (individual) or $20 (group) for my one year subscription.

ONAL WRITE: Leonard Peltier, POW 89637-132.
Name :

Address

Phone

P.O. Box 1000
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048
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Judge Donald Ross

Judge John Gibson
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals
1114 Market Street
St. Louis, MO. 63101
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Office.
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